## Program of Study

**Career Field:** Communication and Information Systems  
**Career Cluster:** Arts, A/V Technology, and Communication  
**Career Pathway:** Visual Arts

### Central Community College

**DEGREE:**
Art (A.A.)

http://www.cccneb.edu/igstemplate.cfm?SRC=SP&SRCN=programchart2&GnavID=20&SnavID=&TnavID=&cccProgramID=139&LS=&PS=&KS=

### High School

#### Grade 9
- **ENGLISH**: English/Language Arts I  
- **MATH**: Algebra I  
- **SCIENCE**: Physical Science  
- **SOCIAL STUDIES**: Geography  
- **GENERAL ELECTIVES**: World Languages and Cultures  
- **PATHWAY ELECTIVE COURSES**: Physical Education  
- **EXTENDED LEARNING SCHOOL/COMMUNITY**: Health Education  

#### Grade 10
- **ENGLISH**: English/Language Arts II  
- **MATH**: Geometry  
- **SCIENCE**: Biology  
- **SOCIAL STUDIES**: World History  
- **GENERAL ELECTIVES**: Information Technology App. I  
- **PATHWAY ELECTIVE COURSES**: Art  
- **EXTENDED LEARNING SCHOOL/COMMUNITY**: Entrepreneurship  

#### Grade 11
- **ENGLISH**: English/Language Arts III  
- **MATH**: Algebra II  
- **SCIENCE**: Chemistry  
- **SOCIAL STUDIES**: American History  
- **GENERAL ELECTIVES**: Desktop Publishing  
- **PATHWAY ELECTIVE COURSES**: Clothing and Textiles  
- **EXTENDED LEARNING SCHOOL/COMMUNITY**: Audio/Video Production  

#### Grade 12
- **ENGLISH**: English/Language Arts IV  
- **MATH**: Intro to Statistics  
- **SCIENCE**: Physics or other science course  
- **SOCIAL STUDIES**: American Government or Economics  
- **GENERAL ELECTIVES**: World Languages and Cultures  
- **PATHWAY ELECTIVE COURSES**: Physical Education  
- **EXTENDED LEARNING SCHOOL/COMMUNITY**: Health Education  

### COMMUNICATIONS
- **MATH/SCIENCE**: General Biology  
- **Humanities**: General Chemistry  
- **SOCIAL/BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES**: College Algebra  
- **DEGREE REQUIREMENTS**: Environmental Science w/lab  
- **MAJOR COURSES**: Intro to the Visual Arts Art Fundamentals  
- **HIGH SCHOOL**: General Biology  
- **COMMUNITY COLLEGE**: General Chemistry  
- **SCIENCE**: College Algebra  
- **ENGLISH**: Environmental Science w/lab  
- **MATHEMATICS**: Intro to the Visual Arts Art Fundamentals  
- **READWRITING**: Intro to Music  
- **SOCIAL/BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES**: Intro to Philosophy  
- **COMMUNICATIONS**: Intro to Ethics  
- **ENGLISH**: Intro to Theater  
- **PE/HEALTH**: Economic Understanding Principles of Macroeconomics  
- **PATHWAY ELECTIVE COURSES**: Intro to Psychology  
- **EXTENDED LEARNING SCHOOL/COMMUNITY**: Intro to Sociology  
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